WELCOME !
Ravensden Village Hall
Saturday 19th February 2022
10am – 3pm

RAVENSDEN NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
- Feb 2022 Update Last September, the Steering Group
•
•
•

•

Put forward some proposals for small scale
housing development;
Identified several Local Green Spaces
which could be protected;
Suggested Design Codes could be
drawn up to help shape new development
and improve the character and identity of
each of the settlements in the Parish;
Put forward some ideas for improving
connections across the Parish, including
road safety measures.

These outcomes received widespread support from residents

We have now proceeded to a very important stage
(known as Regulation 14) where we have pulled
everything together in a Draft Neighbourhood Plan
We need your views again!
We are consulting with residents, landowners, businesses,
elected representatives, and other organisations to get
feedback on our Draft Plan before formally submitting
it to Bedford Borough Council.
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The current round of consultation includes:
• A ‘Drop-in’ Event at the Village Hall
• A leaflet delivered to every household
summarising the draft Plan
• A full copy of the Draft Plan on our website
www.ravensdenplan.info
• Distribution throughout the village via
everyone@ravensdenvillage.co.uk

• Village Facebook • Distribution to statutory bodies, elected officials,
and to local organisations & businesses
• A paper copy of the Draft Plan available
‘on-request’
This current “Regulation 14 Consultation” stage in
preparing our Neighbourhood Plan is limited to six weeks
We need your feedback and comments
no later than 4th April 2022

Please let us have your comments
• Here today
• By completing the questionnaire on-line or on paper
(available on our website www.ravensdenplan.info )
• By email to contact@ravensdenplan.info
• In writing and drop-off at Lavender House, Oldways Road
All comments will be recorded anonymously and no personal details will be kept
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2023

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN SCHEDULE
Plan “made” (adopted) – (Jan) ??

Local referendum - (Dec) ??

Examiners report published. Amendments made to Plan - (Oct) ??

Independent Examination held - (Aug/Sep) ??

2022

Draft Plan submitted to Bedford BC (Regulation 16) for checking and further consultation - (May) ??

Regulation 14 consultation closes. Steering Group considers feedback and whether Plan should be amended
(Apr)

Today

Regulation 14 consultation into draft Neighbourhood Plan
(Feb)

Parish Council endorses Plan for
public consultation
(Jan)

Draft Design Codes
(AECOM)
(Nov)

Today

Strategic Environmental
Assessment & Habitats Regulation
Assessment screenings – (Jan)

2021

Drop-in Event & Residents
Survey
(Sept/Oct)

Green Infrastructure & Local Greenspace
report (BRCC)
(Jul)

Housing Sites & Local Greenspace
Consultation with landowners
(Aug)

2019

2020

Green Infrastructure
Survey (inc on-line)
(Sep)

Start-up newsletter to all
households - (Jan)

Launch Events Mowsbury
& Village Hall – (Feb/Mar)

Business Survey
- (Mar)

Residents Survey
- (Mar)

Steering Group set up
- (Nov)
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Regulation 14 – Draft Neighbourhood Plan
The Draft Plan is organised into 11 Sections
1. Introduction
2. About Ravensden
3. Community Consultation
& Key Issues
4. Vision and Objectives
5. Settlements and Housing
6. Design and Sustainability of New Development
7. Green Infrastructure, Local Greenspace and Heritage
8. Community and Employment Facilities
9. Travel and Transport
10. Implementation, Monitoring and Review
11. Other Actions and Aspirations

with 4 Appendices
1.
2.

Policies Map and Insets
Listed Buildings and Unlisted Buildings/
Sites of Conservation Interest in Ravensden Parish
List of Neighbourhood Plan Policies and Objectives
Ravensden Design Codes (Bound separately)

3.
4.

and 8 supporting documents
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Basic Conditions Report – in preparation
Consultation Statement – in preparation
Housing Sites Assessment Report
Housing Needs Survey
Green Infrastructure Survey and Local Greenspace
Assessment
▪ Ravensden Design Codes
▪ Strategic Environmental Assessment Screening Report
▪ Habitats Regulation Assessment Screening Report
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SCOPE OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
✓ The Neighbourhood Plan covers
the whole of Ravensden Parish.
✓ In line with the
Local Authority Plan
it covers the period
up to 2030.
✓ The Neighbourhood Plan presents a
positive vision of the future with policies
and proposals that once approved will sit
alongside the Borough Local Plan 2030.
✓ The Steering Group has consulted and listened to the
local community, landowners, local organisations,
businesses, and statutory bodies to identify the issues
which matter most to them.
✓ The Steering Group has carried out its own surveys
and used consultants to draw up a Green
Infrastructure Plan and Design Codes for the parish.
✓ The Plan’s policies and proposals emphasise:
• small scale housing development in two new
locations to meet local needs.
• the protection of our most valued open spaces.
• improving the design and environmental
sustainability of new development, whilst
protecting our heritage and local facilities.
✓ Ensuring that the Neighbourhood Plan puts forward
measures which mitigate the worst effects of the
unwelcome EWR project through Ravensden Parish.
✓ All planning applications will be considered against
the development plan.
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Ravensden Neighbourhood Development Plan

Vision

Objectives

Policies

Proposals

Neighbourhood planning gives communities the
opportunity to develop a shared Vision for their area.
Based on
• public consultation,
• research undertaken by the Steering Group,
• the policies set at Local Plan and at national level,
A draft Vision statement was presented to and endorsed by
a large majority of attendees at the September 2021 public
consultation event and through the related questionnaire
responses.
The Neighbourhood Plan Vision :
By 2030, Ravensden Parish will be:
➢ A sustainable, safe and well-integrated place in which to
live, work and spend leisure time, and which is responsive
to climate change and decarbonisation objectives.
➢ A rural/semirural area containing compact settlements
which meet local needs; whose character and integrity
are safeguarded through high quality design; and which
are set in attractive and accessible countryside which also
provides a buffer to large-scale expansion of Bedford.
➢ Part of a thriving, cared-for natural and historic
environment.
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Ravensden Neighbourhood Development Plan

Vision

Objectives

Policies

Proposals

The Neighbourhood Plan sets some Objectives for achieving the Vision
and which in turn will frame the Policies and proposals in the Plan.

There are 9 Objectives identified
grouped into 5 topics
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SETTLEMENTS AND HOUSING
OBJECTIVE 1:

To meet future local housing needs of the Parish
where appropriate

• Following the Local Authority’s
‘Call for Sites’ a shortlist of potential sites
was produced within a framework set by identified
local housing needs, residents’ aspirations, the
policies of the Borough Local Plan 2030 and
National Planning Policy guidance.

Two small sites are identified in the Neighbourhood Plan
for future development to meet housing needs:
➢ Land adjoining Willow Farm, Butler Street
10-15 dwellings (covered by Policy RNP3)
➢ Barns next to Cleat Hill Farm
Conversion of existing barns (covered by Policy RNP4)
These proposals were supported by Ravensden PC and in
Consultations with residents & landowners in Sept 2021
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DESIGN AND SUSTAINABLITY
OBJECTIVE 2:

To protect and enhance the character and identity

of existing settlements within the Parish and
improve sustainable connectivity between them
OBJECTIVE 3:

To promote and include good design and
sustainability principles in all new development

OBJECTIVE 4:

To ensure new development is well integrated into
the local environment and landscape setting

You have told us that new development should:
• be sensitively designed to respect the local landscape
and the character of local settlements;
• facilitate the retention of and/or add new tree,
hedgerow and other planting;
• be sustainable and respond positively
to climate change issues.
Neighbourhood Plan includes:
➢ Policy on ‘Development
Design and Sustainability
Principles’ (Policy RNP5)
➢ Ravensden Design Codes
(at Appendix 4)
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GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE, LOCAL GREENSPACE AND HERITAGE
OBJECTIVE 5:

To protect and, where possible, enhance local
landscape, biodiversity and the historic environment

OBJECTIVE 6:

To provide a multi-functional Green Infrastructure network

OBJECTIVE 7:

To designate and protect important green sites
as Local Greenspaces

•

Ravensden’s rural environment is highly
valued, with its rolling open countryside and wide-ranging
views, the village open spaces, the tranquillity of the local
area, the extensive local rights of way network.

•

Also valued are the natural environment, heritage features
and pockets of woodland.

•

A key priority of residents was to retain the rural and semirural character of the parish

The Neighbourhood Plan includes:
➢ Green infrastructure initiatives
➢ Prioritisation of Local Green Spaces
➢ Policy RNP6: Local Greenspace
➢ Policy RNP7: Heritage Assets
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COMMUNITY AND EMPLOYMENT FACILITIES
OBJECTIVE 8:

To ensure existing community and employment
facilities are protected and new facilities are
promoted where possible

Mowsbury Golf Club
All-Saints
Church

Horse &

Jockey

Village Shop
Village
Hall
Extended
Country Park

Ravensden has a reasonably diverse range of
community facilities with the future addition
of the extended Country Park
Residents expressed concern over the lack of
facilities (such as medical and social care
facilities); and shortcomings in bus services
through the village which affected
employment & economic activity
Gray & Sons
(Builders)

Growing Beds
Recycling Facility

The Neighbourhood Plan reflects local
support for the enhancement of
existing community facilities, and for
modest employment-related
development.

Policies RNP8 (the protection of existing community facilities) and RNP9 (the
provision of new community facilities) respond to the above Objective 8.
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TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT
OBJECTIVE 9:

To encourage safe and sustainable movement
across the whole Parish

You’ve told us the issues important to you:
• The volume and speed of traffic, especially through-traffic.
• Heavy goods vehicle movements.
• The absence of roadside footways along principal routes.
• Road safety concerns; and speeding.
• The paucity of public transport.
• The lack of sustainable connections between
different parts of the Parish.
• The use of private vehicles for even short journeys.
• The impact of East-West Rail.

This objective received significant support in the 2021 Consultation
and is included in the Neighbourhood Plan
The Neighbourhood Plan is limited to “land-use” issues but many
other issues identified during Consultations which cannot be
addressed directly in the Design Code (Appendix 4), are contained
within Section 11 “Other Actions and Aspirations”, or are set out in
proposals for the use of developer contributions from new
developments (see Section 10 relating to Implementation).
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Ravensden Neighbourhood Development Plan

Vision

Objectives

11 POLICIES

Policies

Proposals

Details of each policy are
available in the Plan itself.

RNP1

Cleat Hill/Mowsbury area – guidelines to protect and enhance local character.

RNP2

Ravensden Park – guidelines for any future planning applications for this new housing
area and country park extension.

RNP3

Land adjoining Willow Farm, Butler Street – a proposal for 10-15 new dwellings, and
criteria to be followed.

RNP4

Barns next to Cleat Hill Farm – a proposal for sensitive conversion to residential, with
detailed requirements to be followed.

RNP5

Design and Sustainability – detailed measures to encourage all planning applications to
follow best practice in design and sustainability and respect the new Design Codes.

RNP6

Local Green Space - Allocating another 5 sites across the Parish as Local Green Space to
give extra protection from development – this came out of the work on Green
Infrastructure in 2020/21.

RNP7

Heritage Assets - A policy to protect our listed buildings and their settings and other
features of conservation interest.

RNP8

Protecting Community Facilities – A policy which seeks to protect a number of local
community assets which are important to life in the Parish or ensure suitable
replacement facilities are built if there is still a need for them.

RNP9

New Community Facilities – criteria to be applied when new facilities are proposed.

RNP10

East West Rail – if it is built (despite local opposition), detailed measures to mitigate its
worst impacts.

RNP11

Developer Contributions: The main local infrastructure spending priorities from
income the Parish Council receives under the Community Infrastructure Levy. These
major on new footpaths and cycleways along Bedford Road and Oldways Road to
improve connectivity, and other local road safety measures.
Policies specific to parts of
the Parish

Parish-wide Policies
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The Neighbourhood Plan includes a Policies
Map to show which parts of the parish and
areas of land are covered by policies and
proposals, together with more detailed
Inset maps for Cleat Hill/Mowsbury,
Ravensden Crossroads and Church End
Ravensden.
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CLEAT HILL & MOWSBURY - 1
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CLEAT HILL & MOWSBURY - 2
Despite its urban nature has been covered by Local Plan policies relating to
the countryside with planning decisions being made on an ad-hoc, sitespecific basis, notably on sites along the Cleat Hill (B660) frontages, leading
to concern that the visual character and amenity of the area could be
gradually eroded.
Three key issues in the Neighbourhood Plan relate to Cleat Hill /Mowsbury:
➢ The Neighbourhood Plan defines the Cleat Hill/Mowsbury as a Special
Policy Area within the countryside, with a defined boundary to which
Policy RNP1 will apply.

➢ The Neighbourhood Plan supports a proposal for sensitive conversion of
‘Barns next to Cleat Hill Farm’ to residential, subject to road access issues
being resolved (Policy RNP4).
Policy RNP6 – Local Greenspace

➢ Mowsbury Hillfort is designated as a
Schedule Monument and together
with the nearby Orchard and Meadow
are identified in the Neighbourhood
Plan as Local Greenspace covered by
Policy RNP 6.
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RAVENSDEN PARK -1

Ravensden
Park

In the Bedford Borough Local Plan 2030 (Policy 24), agricultural
land at Graze Hill (Ravensden Park) was allocated for residential
development and an extension to the Brickhill Country Park.
Outline planning permission for up to 165 dwellings and the
extended country park was granted in 2020.
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RAVENSDEN PARK -2

Mulberry Homes

Site Plan

Country Park

Comprising 163 dwellings with 30%
social housing, this will be a significant
development, increasing the Parish’s dwelling stock by
over 50% and broadening local tenure mix. It will become a new
“locality” with its own character and identity.
The terms of the outline planning permission (and any approved
reserved matters) entitle the developer to build out the scheme as
consented.
However, because development will proceed over a number of
years and planning applications to amend the terms of the
planning permission or its conditions could be put forward,
a policy in the Neighbourhood Plan is appropriate.
Policy (RNP2) supplements the Local Plan, to ensure good
assimilation of this new locality into its surroundings and to
enhance its sustainability credentials.
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RAVENSDEN CROSSROADS

Ravensden Crossroads is defined
in the Bedford Borough Local Plan 2030 as
one of a number of Small Settlements in the
Borough which do not have a defined Settlement Policy Area (SPA)
boundary but nevertheless do have a definite built form. The
Neighbourhood Plan does not change the status of Ravensden
Crossroads in the settlement hierarchy or defining a boundary to
the settlement.
Following the site assessment work and the support for its
conclusions received through public consultation, the
Neighbourhood Plan is proposing a housing allocation on a partbrownfield site to the south of Butler Street (see Policy RNP3).
This will be compatible with the structure, form, character and
size of Ravensden Crossroads Small Settlement
The Small Settlement of Ravensden Crossroads is surrounded by
countryside within which more restrictive policies apply.
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RAVENSDEN CHURCH END

In the Borough Local Plan 2030, Ravensden Church End is defined as one
of a number of villages in Bedford Borough with its own Settlement Policy
Area (“SPA”) boundary. Development or redevelopment will be acceptable
in principle, provided it is consistent with other policies in the Local Plan.
The Neighbourhood Plan does not propose to change the boundary of the
SPA for Church End. Following the site assessment work no new
developments are proposed for Church End
The Neighbourhood Plan designates the following sites as Local Greenspace:
• All Saints Churchyard
• Charity Field
• Northfield Woodland
• Green Lane (between the seasonal gates)
The School Playing Field is already designated as LGS in
20
Bedford Borough Local Plan 2030

DESIGN AND SUSTAINABILITY - 1

New Developments should:
• be sensitive to the local landscape
• respect the character of local settlements
• ensure retention of trees & hedgerows
• be sustainable
• respond positively to climate change

With these objectives in mind, the Neighbourhood Plan
Steering Group secured technical support from AECOM
to provide design support to the Plan.
This support has enabled Design Codes to be
produced for the Parish (Appendix 4).
Two main purposes:
1. to add depth and illustration
to the Plan’s policies for
design and sustainability
2. to enhance the character
and local distinctiveness of
each of the settlements and
localities in the parish
Many of these measures go beyond the
scope of the statutory Neighbourhood
Plan and are included in Section 11:
Other Actions and Aspirations
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DESIGN AND SUSTAINABILITY - 2

The Design Code will support the Neighbourhood Plan’s
objectives on Design & Sustainability:
DESIGN AND SUSTAINABLITY
OBJECTIVE 2: To protect and enhance the character and identity of
existing settlements within the Parish and improve
sustainable connectivity between them
OBJECTIVE 3: To promote and include good design and sustainability
principles in all new development

OBJECTIVE 4: To ensure new development is well integrated into the local
environment and landscape setting

The Neighbourhood Plan
Policy RNP5 seeks to
ensure that all
development is provided
to a high standard,
contributing to the
creation of a sustainable
community in line with
these Objectives.
A primary aim for the Neighbourhood
Plan has been to suggest measures which could improve
the overall cohesiveness and sustainability of the Parish as a whole.
Version 6
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Heritage Assets

Ravensden Church
1896 Map Ravensden

Although there is no Conservation Area in the
Parish, there are some key heritage assets
including the site of Mowsbury Hill Fort which is
a Scheduled Monument, and All Saints Church
which is a Grade I Listed Building, both of which
because of their status are of national as well as
local importance

Lower Grange

Appendix 2 identifies all listed buildings, and
unlisted sites and buildings of conservation
interest throughout the parish. The latter
includes locations where there are significant
archaeological records including evidence of
medieval settlement, possible Roman roads,
ridge and furrow, crop
marks, and former
brickfields.
All these historic sites,
remains and buildings should
be conserved and enhanced,
where appropriate, in line
with Policy RNP7: Heritage
Assets and national and
local planning policy.

Mowsbury Hillfort
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Heritage Assets -2

Lower Grange

23.1

COMMUNITY ASSETS
The following objective received significant
support from residents who responded to
the 2021 Consultation:
COMMUNITY AND EMPLOYMENT FACILITIES
OBJECTIVE 8: To ensure existing community and employment facilities are
protected and new facilities are promoted where possible

Policies RNP8 (the protection of existing community
facilities) and RNP9 (the provision of new community
facilities) support this Objective.

Village
Hall

Village
Shop

Extended Country
Park - Ravensden
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DEVELOPER CONTRIBUTIONS
A number of the identified initiatives are non-land-use planning
matters which cannot be an integral element of the formal part
of the Neighbourhood Plan but nevertheless remain important to
local people.
Section 11 of the Neighbourhood Plan sets out these non-land
use aspirations and actions with the Parish Council’s priorities for
using its share of receipts from the Community Infrastructure
Levy (“CIL”) identified in Section 10.
Under CIL Regulations, the Parish Council qualifies to receive a proportion of the
receipts payable from developments to which the Regulations apply. Currently this is
limited to 15% but once the Neighbourhood Plan is “made” this rises to 25%.
The CIL income can be spent on a potentially wide range of infrastructure projects
such as transport, flood defences, health and social facilities.
The development of up to 165 dwellings at Graze Hill/Ravensden Park is liable to the
Community Infrastructure Levy, from which the Parish Council will derive significant
funds which it would be able to spend on, or contribute to, local infrastructure projects.
Work on the Neighbourhood Plan, the Green Infrastructure Survey and
the Design Codes has identified a number of suitable infrastructure projects to which CIL
income could be applied.
These are transport related projects, as
set out in the Policy RNP11.
Smaller scale planning proposals
will also be subject to the
Community Infrastructure Levy.
Initiatives to improve local highway
safety received considerable support in the
Residents Survey 2020 and
the Green Infrastructure Survey 2020/1.

The benefits would include:
• improvements to road safety for walkers, cyclists,
the mobility impaired, and horse-riders; and
• improved, more sustainable connectivity between different parts of the parish.

The Design Codes contain several
initiatives which could be applied
to improve local transport
conditions
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EAST-WEST RAIL
The most fundamental of any of the
issues affecting the whole of Ravensden
over the Plan period will be the
construction of East West Rail across
the parish if it is given the go-ahead
by Government.
As a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project
(“NSIP”), a formal decision on East West Rail will be made
under different legislation and procedures than those
which regulate the normal ‘land-use planning system’
However, the Neighbourhood Plan will remain a material
consideration in any event and the weight to be given to it
in the detailed decision-making process on East-West Rail
will be for the Planning Inspectorate and, in due course, the
Secretary of State to assess.

The Neighbourhood Plan
includes
Policy RNP 10
which addresses the necessary
action and mitigations required
to minimise the negative
impact on the community and
environment.

Bedford
Midland

“In & Out”
Option for
EWR
Bedford
St Johns

Bedford
South

Wixams

EWR
T’Link/
MML

A decision on the preferred route alignment is expected
late-summer 2022 and the PC as a member of BFARe
continues to support a ‘South of Bedford’ route and to
strongly oppose current EWRCo proposals.
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OTHER ACTIONS & ASPIRATIONS
Many issues important to residents are not directly related to the use
or development of land. As such they cannot be addressed directly by
planning policies in the Plan.
They have however been recorded (in Section 11) as aspirations and
actions for future attention and if implemented will help achieve the
Vision and Objectives for the Neighbourhood Plan.
These could potentially be funded from the Parish Council’s
share of receipts from the Community Infrastructure Levy (“CIL”)
(see Policy RNP 11).

Green Infrastructure Improvements
The complete list of Green
Infrastructure Improvements
identified in the Ravensden
Green Infrastructure Plan
2020/21 have been recorded in
the Neighbourhood Plan.
The two priority enhancements to create a footpath/cycleway
along busy roadways in the Parish have been identified by the
Parish Council as CIL funding priorities.

Initiatives identified in the Ravensden Design Codes 2021
Recommendations in the Ravensden Design Code (Appendix 4) include
key non-land-use aspirations :

•
•
•

Traffic calming (MOV1)
Promoting active travel (MOV2)
Improving and coordinating the
style and design of entry signage to
each settlement (MOV4)
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THANKYOU ! & NEXT STEPS
To be completed

for your support
refer to our website
www.ravensdenplan.info
and….
please return the questionnaire by 4th April 2022
NEXT STEPS
➢ Consultation Open until 4th April Responses via on-line survey
(preferred) or hard copy.
➢ Steering Group consider all representations and decide if any
modifications to the Draft Plan are required.
➢ Draft Plan (and supporting documents) submitted to Bedford
BC for checking and for consultation.
➢ Independent Examiner appointed by BBC (in consultation
with PC). The Examiner decides whether the Plan meets
necessary regulations and if further changes are required.
➢ Local Referendum is held and if a majority voting support the
plan it has to be approved (“made”) by the BBC.

➢ The Neighbourhood Plan then has to be used in decisions on
Planning Applications and as a guide for other
actions/decisions by the Parish Council.

We’ll keep you informed!
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